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1. FORMULATION OF THE MAIN RESULTS
In the strip Da =  × 0 a, consider the nonlinear wave equation








<+∞ ut0=uta=0 for t∈Da (1.2)
or
ut +ω s = ut s ut 0 = ut a = 0 for t s ∈ Da	 (1.3)
Throughout the paper it will be assumed that a and ω are positive con-
stants, g  Da ×  →  and g1   →  are continuously differentiable
functions. By a solution of Eq. (1.1) in the strip Da we understand a clas-
sical solution, i.e., a continuous function u  Da →  having continuous
partial derivatives up to the second order and satisfying (1.1) at every
point of Da. A solution u  Da →  of Eq. (1.1) satisfying conditions (1.2)
(conditions (1.3)) will be called a solution of problem (1.1), (1.2) (problem
(1.1), (1.3)).
The problem with conditions (1.3) for wave equations, known as the
periodic–Dirichlet problem, has attracted the attention of mathematicians
since the 1950s, and is the subject of numerous studies (see [1–20] and the
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references therein). In [1, 2, 4, 5, 9, 17–19], wave equations without damp-
ing terms were considered. Prodi [11, 12], Prouse [13], and Bre´zis and
Nirenberg [3] studied the periodic-Dirichlet problem for multidimensional
hyperbolic equations. For problem (1.1), (1.3), their results cover only the
cases where










Feireisl [6, 7] considered the same problem for the equation
utt + αut − σuss = qt s u ut us
where q  Da × 3 →  is a bounded smooth function and σ satisﬁes
the conditions σ ′z ≥ σ0 > 0 and σ ′′zz > 0 for z = 0. Ficken and
Fleishman [8], Nakao [10], and Rabinowitz [14–16] studied the periodic–
Dirichlet problem for hyperbolic equations containing a small parameter,
in particular, the differential equation
utt − uss = αut + εqt s u ut us	
In the case where gt s z and g1z are rapidly growing functions in z,
problems (1.1), (1.2) and (1.1), (1.3) have not been studied enough. In the
present paper these problems are reduced to equivalent operator equations
(see Lemma 2.6 and Remark 2.1) which are studied by means of an a priori
estimates technique. The advantage of this approach in comparison to pre-
viously known approaches (e.g., variational methods) is that it allows us to
prove the existence of classical solutions of problems (1.1), (1.2) and (1.1),
(1.3) when gt s z and g1s z are continuously differentiable functions
having arbitrary growth order in z. Moreover, the requirement of continu-
ous differentiability of functions g and g1 is sharp. In the previous literature,
there were stricter conditions on the smoothness of the functions g (e.g.,
in [16], g ∈ C4Da ×  is required).




 ≥ δ0 for z ∈  (1.4)
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Then problem (1.1), (1.2) is solvable. Moreover, if
gt +ω s z = gt s z for t s z ∈ Da ×  (1.6)
then problem (1.1), (1.3) is also solvable.
Theorem 1.2. Let g1z ≡ α = 0. Let there exist a constant γ ∈ 0 1
such that









for t s ∈ Da z1 z2 ∈ 	
Then problem (1.1), (1.2) has one and only one solution. Moreover, if condi-
tion (1.6) holds, then this solution is also a solution of problem (1.1), (1.3).
Unlike Theorems 1.1 and 1.2, Theorem 1.3 deals with problem (1.1),
(1.3) only, and covers the case where gt s z has arbitrary growth order
in z.
Theorem 1.3. Let conditions (1.4) and (1.6) hold. Let there exist a con-










gt s z − g0z
hz = 0 uniformly on Da (1.8)




1/2. Then problem (1.1), (1.3)
is solvable.
Corollary 1.1. Let condition (1.6) hold, g1z be a polynomial of degree
2k, and g0z be a polynomial of degree 2m+ 1 with the negative leading coef-
ﬁcient (k and m are arbitrary nonnegative integers). Moreover, let the polyno-





gt s z − g0z
zn
= 0 uniformly on Da (1.9)
where n = min2m+ 1m+ 2k+ 1. Then problem (1.1), (1.3) is solvable.
Remark 1.1. Applying representations (2.2) and (2.3) and slightly mod-
ifying the proof of Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 1.3), one can prove solvability
of the equation
utt − uss = gt s u + g1uut + εqt s u ut us
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with (1.2) or (1.3) for sufﬁciently small ε. Here, q  Da × 3 →  is a




qtt s u vw
 + 
qst s u vw
 < +∞
qt +ω s u vw = qt s u vw for t s ∈ Da	
By a well-known transform, Eq. 1	1 in the strip Da can be reduced to
the equation
vxy = f x y v + f1vvx + f1vvy 1	1′
in the strip
b = x y ∈ 2  0 ≤ y − x ≤ b









vx x = vx x+ b = 0 for x ∈ 
(1.2′)
and
vx+ω y +ω = vx y
vx x = vx x+ b = 0 for x y ∈ b	
(1.3′)
We will study problems (1.1), (1.2) and (1.1), (1.3) in the transformed ver-
sions 1	1′, 1	2′ and 1	1′, 1	3′.
A solution of Eq. (1	1′) will be a function v  b →  having the contin-
uous partial derivatives vx vy , and vxy and satisfying (1	1′) at every point
of #b.
The functions f  b ×  →  and f1   →  will be assumed to be
continuous. However, problems (1.1), (1.2) and (1	1′), (1	2′) are equivalent,
i.e., ut s = vt − s t + s, where u and v are solutions of problems (1.1),
(1.2) and (1	1′), (1	2′), respectively, if g and g1 and, consequently,
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r sgn z for 
z
 > r, (1.11)
frx y z = f x y χrz + f1χrzF1χrz − f1zF1z	 (1.12)
Consider along with (1	1′) the equation
vxy = frx y v + f1vvx + f2vvy	 1	1′r
All of the existence theorems proved in this paper are based on the




  z ∈  > 0 (1.13)
and

f x y z
 ≤ f ∗z for x y ∈ #b z ∈  (1.14)
where f ∗  → 0+∞ is a continuous function. Moreover, let there exist a




 ≤ ρ for x y ∈ #b (1.15)
for every r ≥ ρ. Then problem (1	1′), (1	2′) is solvable.
Lemma 1.2. Let condition (1.13) hold and
f x+ω y +ω z = f x y z for x y ∈ #b z ∈ 	 (1.16)
Moreover, let there exist a positive constant ρ such that every solution v of
problem 1	1′r, 1	3′ admits estimate (1.15) for every r ≥ ρ. Then problem
1	1′, 1	3′ is solvable.




 ≥ δ for z ∈ 








for x y z ∈ #b × 	 (1.18)
Then problem 1	1′, 1	2′ is solvable. Moreover, if condition (1.16) holds,
then problem 1	1′, 1	3′ is also solvable.
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Theorem 1.2′. Let f1z ≡ β = 0. Let there exist a constant γ ∈ 0 1
such that









 for t s ∈ Da z1 z2 ∈ 	 (1.19)
Then problem 1	1′, 1	2′ has one and only one solution. Moreover, if con-
dition (1.16) holds, then this solution is also a solution of problem 1	1′,
1	3′.
Theorem 1.3′. Let conditions (1.13) and (1.16) hold. Let there exist a










f t s z − f0z
pz = 0 uniformly on #b (1.21)






2 . Then problem 1	1′, 1	3′
is solvable.
2. AUXILIARY STATEMENTS
Throughout the remainder of the paper, the following notation will be
used.
Cloc#b is the space of continuous functions v  #b → , with the topol-
ogy of uniform convergence on every compact set of #b.
For r > 0, Mr#b is the set of continuous functions v  #b → −r r,
with the topology of the space Cloc#b.
Cω#b is the space of continuous functions v  #b →  satisfying the
condition
vx+ω y +ω = vx y
with the topology of the uniform convergence on #b.
Cloc is the space of continuous functions v  →  with the topology
of uniform convergence on every compact set of .
Cω is the space of ω-periodic continuous functions v   →  with
the topology of the uniform convergence on .
In this section, when speaking about problems 1	1′, 1	2′ and 1	1′,
1	3′, the functions f  #b ×→  and f1  →  will be assumed to be
continuous, and
f1z ≥ δ > 0 for z ∈ 	 (2.1)
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2.1. Integral Representation of the Partial Derivatives of Solutions of Prob-
lems 1	1′, 1	2′ and 1	1′, 1	3′.
Lemma 2.1. Let v be a solution of problem 1	1′, 1	2′. Then













×f x τ vx τ + f1vx τvτx τdτ (2.2)





















































Proof. For arbitrary x y and x0 y0 ∈ #b we have from 1	1′













× (f x τ vx τ + f1vx τvτx τ)dτ (2.7)













× (f ξ y vξ y + f1vξ yvξξ y)dξ	 (2.8)
On the other hand, from the identities
vy y = 0 vy y + b = 0 for y ∈ 
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we get
vxy y = −vyy y vxy y + b = −vyy y + b for y ∈ 	 (2.9)
Now if we take y = x and y0 = x+ b in (2.7), y = x+ b and x0 = x+ b in



































Hence, for any natural n, we have




kvy˜vy + kb	 (2	10n)
By condition (2.1),
0 < nvy ≤ exp−2nδ for y ∈ 	 (2.11)




kvy˜vy + kb = ˜vy	 (2.12)
Taking y0 = x in (2.7), x0 = y in (2.8), and applying (2.12) and (2.9), we
arrive at Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3).
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f1ζη y + bdη
)
× (f ξ y + b ζξ y + b






kζyζy + kb	 (2.14)
Lemma 2.2. Let conditions (1.14) and (2.1) be fulﬁlled. Then:
(i)  and  are the continuous operators acting from Mr#b to
Cloc for any r > 0. Moreover, if f x + ω y + ω z ≡ f x y z, then 
and  are continuous operators acting from Cω#b to Cω.
(ii) For any bounded and continuous ζ  #b →  the identity
1ζyζy + b + ζy = ζy (2.15)
is valid. If b = ω and f x + ω y + ω z ≡ f x y z, then for any ζ ∈
Cω#b
ζy = 1− 1ζy−1ζy	 (2.16)
(iii) If v is a solution of problem 1	1′, 1	2′, then
˜vy = vy	 (2.17)
Proof. Taking into account (1.14) and (2.1) and also the continuity of
f and f1, we can see that the validity of (i) and (ii) follows directly from
representations (2.6), (2.13), and (2.14).
If v is an arbitrary solution of problem 1	1′, 1	2′, then integrating by
parts we obtain (2.17) from (2.5) taking into account the fact that
F1vy y = F1vy y + b = 0 for y ∈ 	
2.2. On Properties of Solutions of the Cauchy Problem for First Order Non-
linear Differential Equations. Consider the Cauchy problem
∂v
∂y
= Fv + qx y (2.18)
vx xσ = 0 for x ∈  (2.19)
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in the strip #b, where F  →  is a continuously differentiable function,
q ∈ Cloc#b, σ ∈ −1 1 and xσ = x+ 1+σ2 b. By a solution of Eq. (2.18)
we understand a continuous function v  #b →  having the continuous
partial derivative in the second argument and satisfying (2.18) at every point
of #b.
Lemma 2.3. Let there exist constants σ ∈ −1 1 and δ > 0 such that
σF ′z ≥ δ for z ∈ 	 (2.20)

















dτ for x y ∈ #b	 (2.21)
Moreover, if q has a continuous partial derivative in the ﬁrst argument, then v
is a solution of the differential equation


















dτ for x y ∈ #b	 (2.23)




= Fζ + qx y ζxσ = 0	 (2.24)
In view of the continuous differentiability of F , problem (2.24) has in some














F ′ξzdξ and σϕz ≥ δ for z ∈ 	
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Consequently, every solution of problem (2.24) can be extended to the
whole segment x x+ b.
Let v  #b →  be such that for any x ∈  the function ζ· = vx ·
is a solution of problem (2.24). Then it is clear that v admits estimate
(2.21). On the other hand, by the theorem on the continuous dependence
on a parameter of a solution of the Cauchy problem (see [20, Chap. V,
Theorem 2.1]), v is a continuous function, and hence, v is a solution of
problem (2.18), (2.19).
Now let q have a continuous partial derivative in the ﬁrst argument.
Then by the Peano Theorem (see [20, Chap. V, Theorem 3.1]), v has the











Hence, by (2.20), we obtain estimate (2.23).
2.3. On Operator Equations Equivalent to Problems 1	1′, 1	2′ and
1	1′, 1	3′. For any bounded v ∈ Cloc#b set













× (f ξ y vξ y + f1vξ yF1vξ y)dξ (2.26)
where  is the operator given by (2.14).
Lemma 2.4. Every solution of problem 1	1′, 1	2′ is a solution of the
functional–differential equation
vyx y = F1vx y +vx y (2.27)
with the initial condition
vx x+ b = 0 for x ∈  (2.28)
and vice versa. Every solution of problem (2.27), (2.28) that is bounded in #b
is a solution of problem 1	1′, 1	2′.
Proof. Let v be a solution of problem 1	1′, 1	2′. Then by Lemmas 2.1
and 2.2,













× (f ξ y vξ y + f1vξ yvξξ y)dξ	 (2.29)
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On the other hand, applying the formula of integration by parts and

















Consequently, v is a solution of problem (2.27), (2.28).
Now let v  #b →  be a bounded solution of problem (2.27), (2.28).
Then by Lemma 2.3, v is also a solution of the equation




But, according to (2.26) and (2.27),
∂
∂x
vx y = f1vx yvx y + f x y vx y
+ f1vx yF1vx y
= f1vx yvyx y + f x y vx y	
Consequently, v is a solution of Eq. 1	1′. To complete the proof of the
lemma, we have to show that v satisﬁes the condition
vx x = 0 for x ∈ 	
Indeed, by (2.26) and (2.27),
vyy y = F1vy y + vy	 (2.31)
On the other hand, analogously to what we have done in the proof of
Lemma 2.1, we can show that
vxy y = −1vyvyy + b y + b − ˜vy (2.32)
where ˜ and 1 are the operators deﬁned by (2.5) and (2.6).
Integration by parts and condition (2.28) yield
˜vy = vy − F1vy y − 1vyF1vy + b y + b	 (2.33)
If we substitute (2.31) and (2.33) in (2.32) and apply (2.15), we arrive at
the equality
vxy y = −1vyF1vy + b y + b + vy + b − vy
+F1vy y + 1vyF1vy + b y + b
= F1vy y − 1vyvy + b + vy
= F1vy y − vy	 (2.34)
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f1ξzdξ ≥ 2δ > 0	







  τ ∈  for y < y0	
If we pass in this inequality to the limit as y0 → +∞, we obtain ηy ≡ 0,
i.e., vy y = 0 for y ∈ .
By 1 denote the operator that assigns to every q ∈ Cloc#b a solution
v of the Cauchy problem
∂v
∂y
= F1v + qx y vx x+ b = 0 for x ∈ 
and set
	vx y = 1vx y	 (2.35)
Lemma 2.5. Let conditions (2.1) and (1.14) hold. Then 	 is the com-
pletely continuous operator acting from Mr#b to Cloc#b for any r > 0.
Moreover, if condition (1.16) holds, then 	 is the completely continuous oper-
ator acting from Cω#b to Cω#b.
Proof. First let us show that 1  Cloc#b → Cloc#b is a continuous
operator. For any q1 and q2 ∈ Cloc#b, set
wix y = 1qix y i = 1 2	




w1x y −w2x y = ψx yw1x y −w2x y








ξw1x y + 1− ξw2x y
)
dξ and
ψx y ≥ δ for x y ∈ #b	
Therefore,








q1x τ − q2x τdτ
and






q1x τ − q2x τ
dτ
for x y ∈ #b
whence it follows that 1  Cloc#b → Cloc#b is a continuous operator.
Let r > 0 be an arbitrary positive number. Then by Lemma 2.2,
  Mr#b → Cloc#b is a continuous operator. Consequently, 	 
Mr#b → Cloc#b is a continuous operator.



























+ f x τ vx τ + f1vx τF1vx τ
)
dτ	
Therefore by the Arzela–Ascoli lemma, 	  Mr#b → Cloc#b is a com-
pletely continuous operator.
If condition (1.16) holds, then by Lemma 2.2 and Eq. (2.35), 	 is an
operator acting from Cω#b to Cω#b. Taking into account the above-
proved facts, it becomes clear that 	  Cω#b → Cω#b is a completely
continuous operator.
Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 imply
Lemma 2.6. Let all of the conditions of Lemma 2.4 hold. Then every
solution v of problem 1	1′, 1	2′ is a solution of the operator equation
vx y = 	vx y (2.36)
and vice versa, every bounded solution v ∈ Cloc#b of Eq. (2.36) is a solution
of problem 1	1′, 1	2′. Moreover, if condition (1.16) holds, then problem
1	1′, 1	3′ is equivalent to Eq. (2.36) in the space Cω#b.
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Remark 2.1. If f1z = β, then (2.36) is a nonlinear integral equation. If
f x y z = −β2z + qx y, then we get an explicit formula for a solution




















expβy − τqτ y + bdτ
)
	
2.4. Lemmas on a Priori Estimates.
Lemma 2.7. Let all the conditions of Theorem 1	1′ hold. Then there exists
a positive constant ρ such that for any r > ρ every solution v of problem
1	1′r, 1	2′ admits estimate (1.15).
Proof. For deﬁniteness assume that instead of (1.17) condition (2.1)
holds, since (1.17) can be reduced to (2.1) by the transforms x′ = σx and
y ′ = σy, where σ = sgn f1z.
By Lemma 2.6, every solution v of problem 1	1′r, 1	2′ is a solution of
the operator equation
vx y = 	rvx y (2.37)
where
	rvx y = 1rvx y (2.38)














































If we apply (2.1), then from (2.41) we get

rvy
 ≤ 1+ exp−δb
∫ y+b
y
expδy − τdτ Trv∗
= 1− exp−2δb
δ
Trv∗ for y ∈ 
where
Trz = sup
frx y ξ + f1ξF1ξ
  x y ∈ #b 
ξ
 ≤ z
and v∗ = sup
vx t












Trv∗ for y ∈ 

rvy
 ≤ expδx− y
Trv∗
δ





Trv∗ for y ∈ #b	































 + η for x y z ∈ #b × 	
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Therefore for any r > 0, every solution of Eq. (2.37), and consequently,
every solution of problem 1	1′r, 1	2′ admits estimate (1.15), where
ρ = 1− exp−δb1− γδ2 η	
Lemma 2.8. Let all of the conditions of Theorem 1	3′ hold. Then there
exists a positive number ρ such that every solution of problem 1	1′r, 1	3′
admits estimate 1	15 for any r ≥ ρ.
Proof. For deﬁniteness we assume that instead of (1.17) condition (2.1)
holds. Set
#1bω = x y  0 ≤ x ≤ ωx ≤ y ≤ x+ b
#2bω = x y  0 ≤ y ≤ ω y − b ≤ x ≤ y	
Let v be an arbitrary solution of problem 1	1′r, 1	3′. If we multiply
both sides of 1	1′r successively by F1vx y, vxx y, and vyx y and














































v2xx x+ b − v2xx xdx (2.46)∫ ∫
#1bω








v2yy y − v2yy − b ydy (2.47)
∫ ∫
#1bω
F1vx yf1vx yvyx ydxdy = 0 (2.48)
∫ ∫
#1bω




F1vx yf1vx yvxx ydxdy = 0 (2.49)
∫ ∫
#1bω
















f˜rx y z = f x y χrz − f0χrz = frx y z − f0rz
f0rz = f0χrz + f1χrzF1χrz − f1zF1z	
By condition 1	3′,
vxx x = −vyx x vxx x+ b = −vyx x+ b for x ∈ ∫ ω
0
v2xx x+ b − v2xx xdx =
∫ ω
0




v2yx− b x − v2yx xdx	
Therefore, summing (2.43) and (2.44) and taking into account Eqs.
(2.45)–(2.51), we obtain∫ ∫
#2bω
(
f1vx yv2xx y + v2yx y + 2f1vx yvxx yvyx y
+f˜rx y vx yvxx y + vyx y
)
dxdy = 0	 (2.52)
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According to conditions (1.20) and (1.21) and the deﬁnition of f0rz and
f˜rx y z, there exist constants ρ0 > 0 and ε > 0 such that for any r ≥ ρ0
















exists a constant ρ1 > 0 such that for any r ≥ ρ0
−f0rzF1z ≥ 
f0rzF1z
















 + ρ1 for x y ∈ #b z ∈ 





 + ρ1 for x y ∈ #b z ∈ 	
Therefore for any r > ρ0







f1zζ21 + ζ22 
+ 2
3








f1zζ21 + ζ22  + 3ρ1
for x y ∈ #b ζ1 ζ2 ∈ 	 (2.56)




 + f1vx yv2xx y
+ v2yx y
)
dxdy ≤ ρ2 for r ≥ ρ0 (2.57)∫ ∫
#1bω

frx y vx y
dxdy ≤ ρ3 for r ≥ ρ0 (2.58)
where





According to Lemma 2.1, every solution v of problem 1	1′r, 1	3′ admits
the representation














frξ y vξ y
















fry τ vy τ













f1vη y + bdη
)
× (frξ y + b vξ y + b + f1vξ y + bvξξ y + b)dξ	




























































f1vx τv2τx τdτ for x y ∈ #b	








fry τ vy τ





frξ y + b vξ y + b
 + f1vξ y + b






















frξ y vξ y
 + f1vξ yv2ξξ ydξ
for x y ∈ #b	 (2.61)





























































ψξ τdξ dτ for x ∈ 	
Therefore, from 1	3′, 2	55, 2	56, and (2.62)

vx y


















3. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS
Proof of Lemmas 1.1 and 1	2. Let condition (1.14) (condition (1.16))
hold and let r > 0 be an arbitrarily ﬁxed number. It is clear from (1.11)
and (1.12) that Lemma 1.1 (Lemma 1.2) will be proved if we show that
problem 1	1′r, 1	2′ (problem 1	1′r, 1	3′) is solvable.
By Eqs.(1.11), (1.12) and condition (1.13),
µr = sup
frx y z + f1zF1z
  x y ∈ #b z ∈ 
= sup
f x y χrz + f1χrzF1χrz
 




  z ∈  > 0	 (3.2)
Let 	r  Cloc#b → Cloc#b be the operator, deﬁned by equalities
(2.38)–(2.41). Then, by (3.1) and (3.2), we have

	rvx y






(see the proof of Lemma 2.7). Now by Lemma 2.5, 	r  Mρr #b →
Mρr #b is a completely continuous operator. By the Tychonov–Schauder
theorem [21, Theorem 3.6.1], Eq. (2.38) has at least one solution in
Mρr #b. But every solution of (2.38) is at the same time a solution of
problem 1	1′r, 1	2′ (problem 1	1′r, 1	3′).
Theorem 1	1′ follows from Lemmas 1.1 and 2.7. Theorem 1	3′ follows
from Lemmas 1.2 and 2.8.
Proof of Theorem 1	2′. By Theorem 1	1′, problem 1	1′, 1	2′ is solv-
able. Let v and v¯ be arbitrary solutions of problem 1	1′, 1	2′ and let
wx y = vx y − v¯x y. Then w is a solution of the problem








wx x = wx x+ b = 0 for x ∈ 
where
qx y = f x y vx y − f x y v¯x y	
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qx y + β2wx y
  x y ∈ #b	
But, by condition (1.19),












 ≤ γ sup
wx y
  x y ∈ #b	
Since γ < 1, by the last inequality we have wx y ≡ 0, i.e., vx y ≡
v¯x y.
Proof of Theorem 1	1	 Let u be a solution of problem (1.1), (1.2) (prob-
lem (1.1), (1.3)). Then vx y = u x+y2  y−x2  is a solution of problem 1	1′,1	2′ (problem 1	1′, 1	3′) in the strip #b, where b = 2a,















On the other hand, in view of (3.3), inequalities (1.4) and (1.5) imply respec-
tively (1.17) and (1.18), while (1.6) implies (1.16). By Theorem 1	1′, problem
1	1′, 1	2′ (problem 1	1′, 1	3′) has a solution v. Besides, f and f1 are
continuously differentiable functions, since g and g1 are continuously dif-
ferentiable. Therefore Eqs. (2.2)–(2.6) show that v is a twice continuously
differentiable function. Consequently, ut s = vt − s t + s is a solution
of problem (1.1), (1.2) (problem (1.1), (1.3)).
Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 can be proved analogously.
Proof of Corollary 1	1	 The conditions imposed on g and g1 result in
inequalities (1.4), (1.7). Moreover,
hz ≤ c1+ 
z
n for z ∈ 
where c is a positive constant. Therefore (1.8) follows from (1.9). Conse-
quently, all conditions of Theorem 1.3 hold.
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